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Many developing countries urgently need improvements in their agricultural marketing systems to keep pace with expansion in agriculture and industry. The changes in technology, consumer demand for farm products, farmer demand for farm supplies, and the growing interdependence of farming and marketing during development are other stimuli for modernization. Although modernization and expansion of agricultural marketing systems are now under way in developing countries, progress generally is slow. It is visible mainly as small, but important, islands of modern marketing in the midst of now antiquated systems inherited from past generations. Accordingly, many developing countries are eager to hasten expansion and change in their agricultural marketing systems. But to formulate effective improvement programs they need comprehensive economic analyses of agricultural marketing in the context of economic growth, as well as studies of specific marketing operations. The purpose of this paper is to outline some of the broad elements in such an analytical framework. A total-systems research approach can help policy and program officials to identify present and emerging marketing problems and to understand the intricate, changing linkages binding agriculture and marketing together. It will further aid in setting policy priorities, selecting areas for specific action, and hastening agricultural and general economic development.

The Research Framework

A comprehensive analysis of agricultural marketing systems requires a broad analytical framework to supply essential operational research questions and to indicate appropriate research methods. A key element in this construction is the theory of market structure-conduct-performance analysis, using a broad definition of structure. A second major part of the framework is a set of widely known economic theories relevant to marketing. These include the principles of consumption, demand, production, economies of scale, pricing, marketing information, firm behavior, and business management. A third key feature is the theory of effective competition as a dynamic process. A fourth major element is the general theory of economic growth. Growth concepts are especially important because the research, by definition, encompasses agricultural marketing in growing economies now in early stages of development. The main thread binding the theories into a useful framework is the concept of agricultural marketing as an organized, operating behavior system within the national economy. Completion of the analytical framework further requires definition of agricultural marketing, and recognition of basic economic, technological, and social restraints in the environment in which marketing systems function and change.

Definition of Agricultural Marketing

Agricultural marketing is defined here as agriculturally oriented marketing. It embraces all operations and institutions involved in moving farm products from farms to consumers, in providing production and consumption incentives to producers, marketing firms, and consumers, and in distributing farm supplies—feed, seed, fuel, fertilizer, and machinery—to
farmers. Thus, agricultural marketing covers assembling, transporting, processing, storing, packaging, wholesaling, financing, retailing, market information, pricing, market organization, competitive relationships, bargaining, selling, procurement, product and process innovation, and exporting of products of farm origin. It also covers the similar counterflow of farm supplies to farmers. Accordingly, this concept of agricultural marketing embraces the whole of the food, feed, seed, and livestock industries. However, for such other agriculturally oriented industries as textiles, tobacco, chemicals, and farm machinery, the need for holding the research program to manageable size requires restriction of the concept to those marketing operations that involve these other industries in direct contact with farmers as first sellers or final buyers.

Market Structure Analysis

For a comprehensive analysis of agricultural marketing systems in the context of economic growth, market structure analysis is a valuable, but often neglected, research tool. Whereas much of economic theory abstracts from market structure analysis postulates causal relations running from industry and market structure through the conduct of marketing firms to their performance, and, at times, from performance back to structure. Market structure analysis is problem oriented. It may be positive or predictive in purpose and either static or dynamic in nature. It is compatible with other economic theory and, in empirical studies, either a broad or a narrow concept of structure may be used. These are important advantages of the theory for studies of marketing in developing countries where (a) industry and market structures are changing and (b) governments are seeking to improve market performance by making specific changes in market organization.


In recent years, market structure has become more and more narrowly defined as "those characteristics of the organization of a market that seem to influence strategically the nature of competition and pricing within the market." The strategic characteristics most emphasized are the degree of seller (buyer) concentration as measured by numbers and size distributions of firms, the degree of product and service differentiation among sellers, and the conditions of entry into an industry and its markets. This narrow concept of market structure, however, seems unsatisfactory for agricultural marketing studies in developing countries. The emphasis on only three of the many elements of market structure influencing conduct and performance reflects a consensus on the critical policy issues in marketing in advanced market economies. Indirectly, it suggests that acceptable solutions have been found for the many excluded, more elementary, structural problems of these highly developed marketing systems. But in developing countries, agricultural marketing, like almost everything else, is in early stages of development. The important structural problems are often not well known. They are more numerous, and more elementary. For example, development of a system of uniform weights and measures and a body of law on contracts and business organization may have far more importance for market performance than action to reduce market concentration in economies with fragmented market structures. Also, the limited degree of product differentiation in a developing economy, with its limited outputs of goods and low effective demand, may be less important than deficiencies in structure that reduce productivity.

Although market structure analysis becomes more difficult and complex as the definition of
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structure is broadened, there are offsetting advantages. Chief among these is improvement in the odds for correctly identifying urgent and emerging structure-performance problems and determining causal relationships. These are essential first steps to finding practical means for improving market structures and performance.

Market conduct is "the patterns of behavior that enterprises follow" in marketing. Conduct is what businesses do; it is their policies and strategies. Market performance is the results of market conduct. These include prices, profits and losses, product and service volumes and qualities, product innovation, technical and economic progress, diffusion of benefits of progress, and other events. In market structure analysis these performance variables are related to observed conduct and structural variables to determine lines of causation. The next step, with great interest for developing countries, is estimation of potential improvements in industry and market performance resulting from a specific change in structure, such as a new food processing plant, an improved system of weights and measures, new grading standards, or land reform in agriculture.

Relevant Economic Theory

Agricultural marketing has no distinct body of theory of its own. Therefore, analytical frameworks for marketing studies are sets of relevant theories drawn from general economics. These
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8 Relevance is largely determined by the economic functions performed in a marketing system, the nature of the specific marketing problem under study, and the economic forces and restraints in agricultural markets. include the well-known theories of consumer demand, production, pricing, farmer demand for inputs, market information, behavior of the firm, innovation, storage, transportation, competition, countervailing power, and others. Among these, the theories of consumer and farmer demand for farm products, inputs, and marketing services are especially useful for explaining and predicting how and why the structures of these demands change during development. The theory of production is important since most marketing operations involve the production of goods and services. They require inputs of productive factors. With technological advance in marketing, rising wages, and increases in market size during development, analyses of economies of scale and changes in substitution relationships among productive factors acquire great importance in marketing studies. Economic-engineering analyses, based on the theories of production, firm behavior, and demand, are particularly valuable for estimating the feasibility of the new marketing facilities needed for modernization of agricultural marketing systems in developing countries.

From national income accounting and input-output analysis come useful concepts and information for study of a major growth phenomenon. This is the changing structure of linkages among agriculture, marketing, and other economic sectors. Increasing interdependence of economic sectors, such as agriculture and marketing, is a hallmark of economic development. Other useful economic concepts may be drawn from welfare theory, macroeconomic analysis, and the theory of international trade.

Finally, useful analogies may be drawn from the history of agriculture and agricultural marketing in the developed countries. By current standards all of these countries once were seriously underdeveloped. They also were predominantly agricultural until quite recently. Moreover, some of the advanced
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countries have current growth rates and potentials for future growth so high that they may in this sense be considered relatively undeveloped countries.  

Concepts of Effective Competition

The theory of effective competition as a dynamic process is a third major element of the analytical framework. For comprehensive analyses of agricultural marketing systems in developing economies it has several advantages. Its basic assumptions are more realistic than those of pure competition. As a result, they provide more useful, although less precise, guidelines for empirical study. Unlike the theory of pure competition, the theory of effective competition attempts to establish attainable, as well as desirable, standards of industry and market performance. In view of the high importance of improving market performance in developing countries this realism has great value for researchers, policy officials, and others. Furthermore, it enhances the usefulness of market structure analysis with which the theory of effective competition is highly compatible. Another advantage of the theory is that it expressly allows for dynamic economic conditions by viewing competition as a dynamic process rather than as a static, equilibrium-seeking activity. The main disadvantage of the theory of effective competition as a guide to empirical research is its lack of refinement and precision. Its main principles cannot be expressed in the language of mathematics. As a result, quantitatively precise research results are not easily generated. Nevertheless, in the resulting choice between more realism with less precision and the opposite, pragmatism strongly favors realism.

Theory of Economic Growth

Economic growth is a major national goal in all countries and a significant fact of modern life. It may be defined as a significant, sustained increase in real output per capita, or in total, as measured in national income accounts. Growth always involves sweeping changes in technology, economic and social institutions, structures of production, industries, markets and demand, and modes of life and work. Significant increases in real output per capita are on the order of 15 percent, and more, per decade. Sustained growth is expansion of real outputs and consumption over long time periods, usually several decades, with allowance for short-run variations in rates.

In recent decades, many attempts have been made to develop mathematical models of the growth process. So far, however, the models are not particularly useful for empirical studies of development. Most are far too simple in design, with only one or two independent variables, for a process as complex as economic growth. More importantly, the basic assumptions built into the models have little relevance to the real world. As a result, the research 
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An economist must be content with some qualitative concepts of the development process.

Economic growth has many origins. The obvious sources are increases in the supply of productive resources—labor, land, and investments in human and physical capital. But in most countries, the primary source of economic growth per capita is improvements in the quality of resources. Quality means efficiency in terms of output per unit of input. Increases in efficiency come mainly from technological advance in production, marketing, and business management, from improvements in resource use through changes in industry structure, and from increases in scale of economic units. Scientific research, education, and communication are the foundation of technological advance. Indeed, a hallmark of modern economic growth is the increasing application of science and technology to production, marketing, and business management. Increases in scale of economic units are made both necessary and possible by advances in technology and in the economic size of markets. Changes in industry structure that increase efficiency include transfer of labor out of agriculture, increases in the size of businesses, and decreases in most types of self-employment.

Economic growth is a pervasive force. This is assured by intricate economic linkages among sectors and industries, by the nearly universal nature of science, knowledge, technology, and management, and by other socioeconomic forces. Except in primitive societies, all economic sectors are so interdependent that a change originating in one, sooner or later, induces changes in others. For example, an increase in farm outputs usually expands volumes of products moving through marketing channels. This affects costs, prices, incomes, and employment in assembly, processing, transportation, and distribution. There are also third and fourth order impacts on suppliers of fuel, packaging materials, and capital goods.

Improvements in the quality of the products of one industry often increase efficiency in others, especially when the outputs of one are the inputs of others. Examples include the farm and food machinery industries, transportation, communication, business machine packaging, and others. The "spin-off" of military products and processes from military and space research has received much publicity. Moreover, as economic growth moves the economy toward ever more specialization and commercialization, the interdependence of economic sectors and the pervasiveness of growth forces become more intense. Increasing interdependence during growth is especially pronounced in agriculture and agricultural marketing.

In a growing economy, consumer demand rises and its structure changes significantly. Pronounced shifts in consumer expenditure patterns result mainly from important differences in income elasticities of demand for different goods and services. For example, food expenditures, even in low income countries, rise in value but fall as a share of consumer incomes because of generally low income elasticities of food demand. Among foods, income elasticity differences promote continuing change in food consumption patterns. Also during growth there is an expansion of knowledge which brings an awareness of new things and new concepts of living. New products give consumers more consumption alternatives and the growing economy becomes increasingly market oriented. These changes have high significance for agriculture, agricultural marketing, and national policy for food and agriculture.

On the supply side, economic growth is marked by significant increases in the economy's productive capacity and by equally important changes in the structure of production, industries, and markets. Technological advance provides more efficient production and marketing processes and new products. These are needed to satisfy consumer demand for greater diversity in consumption and to stimulate demand enough to assure full use of the economy's productive capacity.


20 Price elasticities among different goods and services also vary greatly. During growth technological progress and rising wages alter relative production and marketing costs and prices of most things. Thus, price elasticities may accentuate, or offset, income effects on consumption.
explain the absence of special theories of growth for agriculture, marketing, and economies in early stages of development? Nevertheless, there are important practical reasons for considering the development of agriculture and agricultural marketing as distinct fields of study linked to the study of economic growth.

First, agriculture in nearly all countries is the largest industry. In developing countries this superiority is overwhelming. In many, agriculture requires more than half of the total labor force and food expenditures are more than half of all consumer expenditures. Much of industry and commerce is strongly oriented to agriculture as a source of raw materials and as a market for manufactured products. For example, in most developing countries, from half to two-thirds of all manufacturing involves the processing of farm products. Commerce probably is even more dependent on agriculture. Thus, the development of agriculture and its marketing system, in developing countries, is at the heart of the growth process.

Second, agricultural production is almost exclusively a biological process. From this fact flows a variety of special technological, educational, and economic problems important to agricultural and marketing development. Third, most farm products are subject to much lower income and price elasticities of demand than most nonfarm products. Accordingly, general economic growth means that a declining share of the national income is spent for food and that the share of the gross domestic product originating in agriculture falls. From this comes the necessity to transfer resources, especially labor, out of agriculture. Fourth, this essential outmigration of people is fraught with more complexities, hardships, and restraints of an economic, technical, educational, social, and political nature than those prevailing in most nonfarm sectors of the economy. Finally, agriculture, more than any other economic sector, is the bastion of small-scale, family enterprise. This has much importance for methods and problems of stimulating and
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sustaining growth and adjustment in agriculture and marketing.

The Functionally Complete Structure

At this point the research framework lacks the appearance of the functionally complete theoretical structure that is desired. It seems more like a collection of essential building materials and tools that clearly are relevant to analysis of agricultural marketing systems and operations in developing countries. Relevance, however, is one of the basic tests of a useful theory. The other requirement is enough consistency among the several elements of the framework to provide, in a practical sense, a coordinated, if not actually an integrated, analytical framework. This essential coordination is provided by several strong threads that, although not immediately obvious, link the several theories into a loosely fitted, but workable, research framework.

First, there is the economist's basic concept of the economy as an organized, operating behavior system. Agricultural marketing, as defined above, is an important subsystem in the economy. Like all operating systems it has institutions, participants, functions, inputs, outputs, behavior patterns, and complex linkages among the variables. This concept of a functioning system in the process of growth naturally leads to substantial synthesis of the principles of growth, changing structure-conduct-performance relationships, dynamic competition, and changing inputs, outputs, functions, and technology. That is, the basic concept of agricultural marketing as a functioning system provides needed unity to the research framework and, therefore, to the empirical research it serves as an analytical tool.

Second, there is the coordination provided by the primary purpose of the research and its pragmatic orientation. The research is concerned with identifying and evaluating practical means of modernizing (improving) functioning agricultural marketing systems in developing countries to meet their needs for expansion coupled with higher performance. The sole purpose of the analytical framework is to provide useful guidelines to empirical study. Accordingly, in practice, the purpose and orientation of the analytical framework and the research provide much needed unity of direction and content.

Finally, the principal elements of the theoretical structure have substantial mutual compatibility. Therefore, they are easily fitted together provided that the requirement for consistency is not applied too rigorously. For example, market structure analysis is easily harnessed with growth theory in developing useful research questions about the nature of the structural changes required in agricultural markets to promote growth and improved performance. The theory of effective competition as a dynamic process is closely related to, and even incorporates aspects of, market structure and growth theory. Even the normally static theories of consumer demand, production, price, and firm behavior can be used, with some difficulty, in harness with the other theoretical elements to provide useful research questions. In short, it seems evident that the set of relevant economic theories described briefly in this paper forms a loosely fitted, but functional, analytical framework for empirical study of agricultural marketing systems and operations in developing countries.

Some Further Observations

There are several reasons for thinking that the need for an analytical framework for study of agricultural marketing systems and operations may be even more urgent in developing than in advanced countries. These reasons include the more limited knowledge of marketing in developing countries, severe deficiencies in essential statistics, a paucity of published research, higher costs of conducting research, and more urgency for finding practical means of promoting improved marketing performance. For the marketing expert from a developed country the wide gulf between the system that is
familiar to him and one in early stages of development is another compelling reason for an analytical framework that emphasizes basic theory. These factors, moreover, have significant impacts on the nature of the research approach and program and on research techniques.

Because so little is known about agricultural marketing systems and operations in most developing countries the first need is to describe accurately and meaningfully the systems that exist. Description must precede essential evaluation of marketing structures and performance, major forces responsible for changing structure-performance relationships during development, the changing strategic role of marketing during growth, the impacts of development on marketing, and related factors. These analyses are required for identification and evaluation of priorities among marketing problems and for subsequent determination of practical means for improving agricultural marketing systems and operations.

Given these research requirements, the limitations on essential information, and the qualitative nature of some key variables in marketing, much reliance must be put on description as the main research method. Descriptive research, unfortunately, has a strong tendency to be superficial although the need clearly is for analytical description. The difference is substantial. Analytical description is description at its best—rigorous and firmly grounded on, and guided by, relevant economic theory. That is, analytical description requires a carefully constructed theoretical framework.

For the marketing researcher from a developed country responsible for analysis of agricultural marketing in developing countries an analytical framework seems indispensable. There is a wide gap separating marketing systems in early stages of development and the complex, sophisticated system he knows so well. Many familiar landmarks, the historical record, and the large body of completed research are generally absent. The developing marketing system functions in a different environment, must meet different standards of performance, and may be faced with rather elementary problems. These problems may even be unfamiliar to this marketing expert because they were reasonably well solved in his native land long before he began his career. As agricultural production experts have learned, the conditions and problem of a developing country's agriculture often differ so much from those in other developing and advanced countries that common ground is not established without returning to elementary principles. The difficulties of transferring marketing institutions, methods, and experience from one country to another generally are conceded to be even greater than those of transferring farming methods. Accordingly, research must start from a firm foundation of relevant theory. It is an incomplete, but essential, chart for sailing in unfamiliar waters. Later, as empirical studies develop essential statistics, other descriptive information, and analyses of marketing in developing countries, the research framework can be more explicit, complete, and otherwise improved.

Finally, analytical description is by no means the only suitable research technique for these analyses. Analysis of the marketing problems identified in the early stages of the studies may require, at one time or another, the whole range of research tools economists employ, including economic-engineering and econometric studies. But regardless of method, the major objective remains unchanged. It is to determine practical means of improving agricultural marketing structures and performance in developing countries in the larger interest of accelerating agricultural, marketing, and total economic development.